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Abstract. Cryptographic hash functions are an omnipresent compo-
nent in security-critical software and devices; they support digital sig-
nature and data authenticity schemes, mechanisms for key derivation,
pseudo-random number generation and so on. A criterion for candidate
hash functions in the SHA-3 contest is resistance against side-channel
analysis which is a major concern especially for mobile devices. This pa-
per explores the implementation of said candidates on a variant of the
Power-Trust platform; our results highlight a flexible solution to power
analysis attacks, implying only a modest performance overhead.

1 Introduction

Within the cryptographic community, open “contests” to evaluate, select and
standardise the use of secure and efficient primitives have become de rigueur.
The most high-profile example is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
contest run by NIST from 1997 to 2000 to find a replacement for DES, the
incumbent block cipher design. This model was repeated in 2007 when, partly
motivated by increasingly able attacks [1, 2] on SHA-1 [3], NIST launched the
SHA-3 contest [4] to develop a new cryptographic hash function. Briefly, a hash
function

H : {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}n

maps an arbitrary-length input (or message) to a fixed-length, n-bit output
(or digest). Hash functions support, for example, digital signature and data
authenticity schemes, mechanisms for key derivation and pseudo-random number
generation and are indispensable for security-critical devices. As such, various
security requirements (e.g., the need for H to be collision resistant) are outlined
in [5]. However, in common with the AES contest, other metrics are important
for SHA-3; specifically, efficiency in hardware and on a variety of software-based
platforms is paramount.

Within the context of embedded and mobile computing, such metrics are
particularly pertinent: they represent the exact resources in short supply. The
same context may imply additional requirements in the sense that physical secu-
rity (e.g., against side-channel and fault attacks) is also a valid metric. Example
attacks on hash functions are given by [6–11]; these are exacerbated by the wide



range of use cases. Ideally one has an idea of the trade-offs different countermea-
sures offer so as to select the right one before deployment, but in practice this
topic has not drawn much attention (for example, note the discussion triggered
by Rivest’s question [12] on the matter).

Keeping this difficulty in mind, one attractive approach is to provide a
“generic” countermeasure. For power analysis based attacks, and focusing on
hardware implementation, this can be realised by utilising a so-called secure
logic style. The idea is to take a generic circuit and automatically replace CMOS
cells with alternatives such as SABL [13] or WDDL [14]. To consider a similar
approach for software, one must instrument a generic countermeasure so that
each instruction is prevented from leaking information during execution. Several
proposals exist, such as NONDET [15], but a more concrete and complete im-
plementation is provided by Power-Trust [16, 17]. The SPARC V8-based Power-
Trust platform houses a secure zone, implemented in a secure logic style, and
security-critical instructions are executed only by this zone to avoid leakage;
the result is a generic countermeasure, mounted in a general-purpose processor,
which offers an extremely flexible solution. The question is, how does this so-
lution fare wrt. the SHA-3 use-case? Does it, for example, imply a performance
overhead low enough to allow secure deployment of the selected SHA-3 candidate
in embedded and mobile applications?

Focusing on 6 of the 14 remaining (as per round two) SHA-3 candidates,
this paper addresses three points all stemming from the same underlying work,
namely investigation of said candidates on the Power-Trust platform:

Performance of candidates, i.e., assuming that Power-Trust provides an ad-
equate countermeasure against power analysis attacks, what overhead does
this imply and is this the best approach? Section 2.1 presents a concrete
attack scenario; the criteria for performance includes throughput and in-
struction mix (e.g., any bias toward memory access).

Agility of SPARC V8 analogous instructions, i.e., given a set of protected
instructions required for one SHA-3 candidate, can we implement another
candidate with the same set?

Potential for advanced Instruction Set Extensions (ISEs), i.e., for which
candidates can we find useful ISEs? For example, we suggest several generic
(i.e., not Power-Trust-specific) instruction set extensions which could be used
to accelerate BMW.

One can view the second and third points as evaluating the Power-Trust design
itself; the novel aspect in this respect is the workload used (namely the SHA-3
candidates), which is more diverse than previously studied.

2 Background

2.1 Side-Channel Attacks on Hash Functions

There are numerous examples of successful side-channel attacks on specific hash
functions, and a variety of specific countermeasures have been proposed [6–11].
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Fig. 1. Protecting HMAC from side-channel attack: only the operations and values
drawn with solid lines need to be protected.

However, within the context of developing hash functions it is attractive to be
more general (both for attacks and countermeasures) since this allows far easier
high-level comparison. As such, we keep our model of side-channel attack as
generic as possible within practical limits:

Simple Power Analysis (SPA) is possible whenever the sequence of opera-
tions performed during execution of H depends on a fixed, security-critical
input.

Differential Power Analysis (DPA) is possible when the input to an invo-
cation of H combines fixed security-critical data and variable data which
can be controlled by the attacker. That is, invocation resembles H(s,m) for
a fixed, security-critical s and variable m.

Timing Attacks are possible whenever a security-critical input affects the time
taken to execute H; examples include conditional branches or cached table
look-ups based on said input.

Additionally, for all three types of attacks we allow the attacker to perform a
profiling step to create templates. In the following, Hi(si−1,mi) denotes the i-th
invocation of the compression function used by H with the state (or chaining
variable) s and message m as input.

Neither SPA nor timing attacks matter for the hash functions that we are con-
sidering: they always use the same instruction sequence (i.e., there are no input-
dependant branches), and do not use any table look-ups. Indeed, CubeHash [18,
Page 3] makes this an explicit design criterion. On the other hand, DPA does



matter. Fig. 1 illustrates this fact for H used within the popular HMAC con-
struction. The outputs of H0 and Hf0 are intermediate states; they are both
fixed (they depend only on constant values) and security-critical (since they are
derived directly from sk, the key used to authenticate messages). Thus, H1 and
Hf1 fall squarely into our attack scenario:

H1

(
H0(IV, sk ⊕ i pad)︸ ︷︷ ︸

constant, secret

, m1︸︷︷︸
variable

)
Hf1

(
Hf0(IV, sk ⊕ o pad)︸ ︷︷ ︸

constant, secret

, H((sk ⊕ i pad) ‖ m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
variable

)
To roughly outline a potential DPA attack, notice that the attacker can repeat-
edly invoke the HMAC construction with an m of his choice. By observing the
power consumption during execution, correlation between the data-dependent
interaction of m and the secret constant allows him to hypothesise about the
value of the constant and ultimately to recover it, thus undermining security.

This scenario demonstrates the value of an agile solution via two points. First,
an inflexible solution dictates the H to be used; this is unattractive because if H
is (seriously) broken, one might hope to change it without incurring significant
cost. Second, notice that the vulnerable invocations are H1 and Hf1 only, while
H2,...,n need no protection as long as the compression function is one-way. An
inflexible hardware-oriented approach might implement a countermeasure for all
invocations, hence incurring a performance overhead in each. A more flexible
solution would apply the countermeasure only where necessary, and potentially
provide a performance advantage in other cases.

2.2 The Power-Trust Platform

The so-called “Power-Trust platform” is a SPARC V8-based ASIC prototype of
a side-channel resistant embedded processor implementing the security concept
developed in the context of the Power-Trust project [16, 17]; its main goal is to
evaluate the validity and effectiveness of the security concept as a whole. Further-
more, the prototype allows to investigate various design options and trade-offs
in practice, e.g., different management instructions, exception handling features,
and secure logic styles. The Power-Trust prototype has integrated support for
AES and ECC, but the security concept itself is principally suited for handling
a wide range of cryptographic workloads.

The basic idea of the security concept used in Power-Trust is to combat
side-channel leakage directly in the processor hardware. The main concern are
power and EM analysis attacks, but also timing attacks are mitigated. As a
first measure, the circulation of potentially vulnerable datums is restricted to a
tiny portion of the processor (essentially the functional units) by masking them
whenever they are not required. This includes values which pass through various
pipeline stages or which are written to caches and memories. The second measure
protects all remaining vulnerable parts of the processor containing the unmasked
data values themselves, the masks, and any values related to mask generation, by



implementing them in a secure logic style. This part of the processor is referred
to as “secure zone” and shown in Fig. 2. The secure zone offers a range of
instructions which can be executed within its boundaries. From its interface,
the secure zone looks very similar to a regular functional unit, which facilitates
integration into the processor.
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Fig. 2. The secure zone of the Power-Trust platform.

In the following, we explain the secure zone concept from a programmer’s
point of view. In order to implement a cryptographic algorithm in a power-
analysis resistant manner, the following steps are necessary:

– Before execution, the inputs to the cryptographic algorithm are masked ex-
plicitly by the caller.

– Any instructions which produce potentially vulnerable values must be exe-
cuted within the secure zone.

– Depending on the implementation and the secure zone capabilities, it might
be required to save some masks to memory and restore them later on to the
secure zone.

– Once the output of the cryptographic algorithm has been calculated, the
mask is removed by the caller.

Explicit masking and unmasking of inputs and outputs can be seen as trans-
ferring values between “normal” domain and “masked” domain. In the masked



domain, values can only be manipulated by instructions of the secure zone (in
the following denoted as secure zone instructions)1, and consequently a crypto-
graphic algorithm can only be protected if it can be implemented with secure
zone instructions. The number of masked values which are readily available for
processing is limited by the number of masks that the secure zone can actually
store. However, masks can be swapped in and out of the secure zone in order
to extend the number of masked values at the expense of some additional mask
management instructions and storage.

In relation to the workload of typical cryptographic algorithms, masking and
unmasking constitute only a minor overhead. Implementations using secure zone
instructions can even see a considerable speed-up in comparison to the use of
native processor instructions, since secure zone instructions can be tailor-made
to fit specific algorithms or classes of algorithms. However, the management of
masks might entail overheads, especially if a large number of masked values is
required. Thanks to the flexibility of the mask management instruction set, this
overhead can often be minimised by exploiting the structure of the protected
cryptographic algorithm.

A mask may never directly leave the protection of the secure zone, as other-
wise an attacker might launch a higher-order attack [19] on masked data and the
corresponding mask. However, masks need to be extracted if the secure zone runs
out of storage entries for masks or if there is a task switch. For this case, masks
can be represented as a specific state of the mask generator unit which originally
produced the mask and the number of steps the mask generator has taken till
it produced the mask. The secure zone features mask management instructions
for extracting the state of the mask generator and the step count. Similarly,
instructions for setting the mask generator state and regenerating masks from a
given step count exist for restoring masks to the secure zone.

In the Power-Trust prototype, the mask generator state consists of 128 bits
and the step count (including some additional meta-information) is another 32
bits; therefore in the worst case a 32-bit mask requires five 32-bit words of
storage. However, several stored masks can relate to the same state of the mask
generator, thus greatly reducing the required memory. Similarly, the software
can take steps to ensure the step count from a given mask generator state is
low when a mask is written out to memory. In this way, when the mask is then
restored, the required number of instructions is limited.

2.3 Our Variant of the Power-Trust Platform

We made two additional choices at the architectural level in order to ensure
realistic and comparable results:

– We needed to decide on the number of masks that can be held within the
mask storage, selecting 32 as a trade-off between 8 masks supported by the

1 Of course, masked values could be manipulated by “normal” processor instructions,
but this would mean that masked values and masks become desynchronised, leading
to erroneous output from the algorithm.



current IC prototype and the upper bound of 210 which could principally
be supported by the architecture. We believe this to be at the upper-edge
of economic possibilities, but will demonstrate that some candidates can be
implemented with a much smaller mask store.

– We only add instructions to the secure zone if they can be executed in one
cycle and do not affect the critical path. Designing more elaborate functional
units (e.g., multipliers) for the secure zone is principally possible but would
require considerable design effort and is left for further research.

Based on these choices, we are confident that any subsequent prototypes can
support our candidates without significant differences in performance from the
original.

A third choice had to be made on the software level; any consideration of op-
erating system influences such as trap handling, interrupts and context switches
would have biased our results towards a specific use case, e.g., toward smart-
cards. However, we want our results to be as generic as possible, and therefore
did not consider any operating system.

3 Implementation of Hash Functions on the Power-Trust
Platform

To make comparison easier, we chose the following hash functions for implemen-
tation on the Power-Trust platform:

– BLAKE-32 and its third round version BLAKE-32v3 ([20], [21])

– BlueMidnightWish−256 ([22], [23])

– CubeHash160+16/32+160-256 and CubeHash16+16/32+32-256 which was
suggested for the third round ([18], [24])

– Keccak[1088, 512, 32] ([25], [26])

– SHA-256 ([27])

– Shabal-256 ([28], [29])

– Skein-256-256 (this is the “low-memory” proposal of [30])

In the following we will motivate these choices, and highlight noteworthy specifics
in our implementations. Where possible we follow the notation of the original
submissions.

BLAKE-32 and SHA-256 were easy to implement for us due to their small in-
ternal states; for BLAKE-32 we followed the example of the “Optimized 32bit”
implementation provided by the BLAKE team. We also give numbers for the
third round version BLAKE-32v3 which increases the number of rounds from 10
to 14.



CubeHash operates on a state that is too large to fit completely into the regis-
ters, and uses a large number of round function iterations within each Hi; this is
a bad combination for Power-Trust because masked data has to be swapped in
and out of memory frequently. However, by choosing a suitable memory layout
the number of memory accesses can be reduced. The 1024-bit CubeHash state
is represented as a 5-dimensional cube state [] [] [] [] [] of two 32-bit words per
dimension but can be split into four 3-dimensional subcubes state [x1] [] [] [] [x5]
with x1,5 ∈ {0, 1} requiring 8 masked registers each. The first 9 steps of the
round function can be computed first on the two subcubes state [x1] [] [] [] [0],
and then on the two subcubes state [x1] [] [] [] [1] since there are no interdepen-
dencies during these 9 steps. Therefore, no more than two of these subcubes
have to be kept in registers at any point of time. The 10-th (and last) step swaps
the subcubes state [1] [] [] [] [x5] which can be implemented simply by swapping
pointers. Overall, this means that only three subcubes have to be loaded and
stored per iteration of the round function.

Keccak[1088, 512, 32] allows a separation in the memory layout similar to that
afforded by CubeHash if one follows the example given by the unrolled “Opti-
mized 32bit” implementation by the Keccak team. However, one has to deal with
ten memory blocks of five 32-bit values, using 10 masked registers for each of
the intermediate variables D[5][2] and C[5][2].

BMW256 had to be implemented without optimisation regarding memory usage
since its internal state can not be separated into bigger blocks, as it was for
CubeHash or Keccak, due to its high interdependency. However, we were able to
identify two possible sets of generic ISEs that implement the six s0,...,5-functions

si∈{0,...,3}(x) := SHR(x, ci,0)⊕ SHL(x, ci,1)⊕ ROTL(x, ci,2)⊕ ROTL(x, ci,3)
si∈{4,5}(x) := SHR(x, ci,0)⊕ x

where SHR, SHL, and ROTL denote right shift, left shift, and left rotate, respec-
tively, and ci,j are constants specifying the number of bits to shift or rotate.
Furthermore, they always occur in combination with a modular addition

z ← si(x) + y mod 232

where y in some cases is the output of another s-function. Thus we implemented
and compared three versions of BMW256:

BMW Plain: This implementation of BMW256 uses no ISEs.
BMW “generic s”: This implementation uses one ISE, namely

SZ BMWS %x, %i, %z

to compute

z ← si(x).



BMW “special s”: This implementation uses six ISEs, namely

SZ BMWSi %x, %y, %z

to compute
z ← si∈{0,...,5}(x) + y mod 232.

Shabal-256 , according to our results, has significantly worse performance on
Power-Trust than other SHA-3 candidates. One of the main reason is the rela-
tively large internal state comprising forty-eight 32-bit words which exceeds the
number of processor registers. Additionally, it requires a relatively large amount
of iterations with a high interdependency between the internal state variables.
The resulting memory accesses for masked values generate considerable overhead
on the Power-Trust platform.

Skein offers two replacements for SHA-256, a “primary proposal”
Skein-512-256 and a “low-memory” proposal Skein-256-256 targeted at embed-
ded devices; since our platform is intended for mobile and embedded devices
we chose to implement Skein-256-256. The Skein family is optimised for 64-bit
architectures, but most of the Skein-256-256 kernel can be easily implemented on
our 32-bit architecture; the exception is addition of 64-bit values. To implement
it, we use SZ ADDcc and SZ ADDX commands analogous to the SPARC V8 ADDX

and ADDcc instructions which require a carry flag within the secure zone2. The
flag has to be taken care of by the scheduling algorithm of the operating system
and is not reflected in our analysis any further.

Other hash functions We did not consider the AES-based candidates (e.g., ECHO)
since we expect they can be implemented using variants of the existing AES-
oriented ISEs within Power-Trust. In addition, we did not consider candidates
requiring multiplication (e.g., SIMD); as mentioned before, implementation of
sufficiently efficient multipliers for the Power-Trust secure zone is a non-trivial
task which we reserve for future work.

4 Results

4.1 Instruction Set Agility

Many SHA-3 candidates have been developed with ISEs in mind: CubeHash, for
example, can capitalise on the availability of SSE-based ISEs on x86 platforms.
In a similar way, certain candidates can exploit ISEs available in the Power-Trust
platform. For example, it already provides AES-oriented ISEs and, in Section 3,
we outlined various extensions for BMW256.

2 One straight forward possibility to do this is to provide a command that reads the
value of the flag (and all other flags if there are any) into a masked registers which
can then be stored to memory and another command to restore the flags from a
masked register.
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Despite the advantage this implies on platforms which support such ISEs, the
approach is a potential disadvantage on platforms which do not: on many mobile
and embedded platforms, for example, SIMD ISEs are missing (unless one counts
packed arithmetic within word-sized values). As a result, it is useful to consider
the agility of a minimal instruction set as a design metric for Power-Trust. That
is, given there is an inherent cost associated with adding an ISE to Power-
Trust, it is attractive to support a broad workload (i.e., many different SHA-3
candidates) using as few secure zone instructions as possible. This is especially
important when considering the need to support migration from SHA-256 to
SHA-3 within the device lifetime. With this in mind, we investigated which
Power-Trust instructions are required by each candidates; the result is shown in
Fig. 3. A major feature of the results is that a secure zone processor that provides
instructions which can implement SHA-256, also provides all instructions needed
for BLAKE-32 and CubeHash as well. For all the other candidates considered,
additional instructions must be implemented in the secure zone and will incur
additional expenses.

4.2 Performance

To optimise performance, we fully unrolled all implementations, hard-coded any
constants and ran them on a cycle-accurate simulator of the platform. We did
not implement message padding; instead we assumed having a padded but un-
masked message block stored in memory which is loaded when appropriate and
then masked. As shown in Section 2.1, the most common case for hash function
implementations with countermeasures against side-channel attack will have a
preformatted, unmasked message in memory which has to be hashed without
leaking information on the previous states. The code can easily be adopted to
hash masked messages and the costs of loading a masked message block is to



some extent absorbed by the then superfluous message masking. However, this
would have required a convention with the calling function how to store a masked
message and the related mask information.

The performance results of our implementations are shown in Table 1; the in-
struction counts show the candidates separated into three distinct but constant
groups. The first group is formed by BLAKE-32, BLAKE-32v3, SHA-256 and all
three BMW256 implementations. The second group comprises
CubeHash16+16/32+32-256, Keccak[1088, 512, 32] and Skein-256-256; the rank-
ing within this group varies depending on the performance criteria. Most no-
tably, it shows the performance disadvantage CubeHash16+16/32+32-256 and
Keccak[1088, 512, 32] incur in software implementations for supporting only one
state size for all security parameters. The third group comprises
CubeHash160+16/32+160-256 (which has been superseded by
CubeHash16+16/32+32-256) and Shabal-256. Both are not competitive on this
platform. (See also Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.)

Hash Function
#Ops #Ops/byte #Registers code size

Hi(·, ·)Hi(·, ·) H Hi(·, ·) H masked in total

BLAKE-32 4142 4142 64.72 64.72 18 23 17.28kB

BLAKE-32v3 5678 5678 88.72 88.72 18 23 23.53kB

BMW256 6042 15068 94.41 235.44
29 32

25.44kB
BMW256, “generic s” ISE 4686 12356 73.22 193.06 20.15kB
BMW256, “specialised s” ISEs 4622 12228 72.22 191.06 19.90kB

CubeHash160+16/32+160-256 14880 160540 465.00 5016.88
17 21

62.00kB
CubeHash16+16/32+32-256 14880 44444 465.00 1388.88 62.01kB

Keccak[1088, 512, 32] 107960 107960 812.35 812.35 30 32 456.68kB

SHA-256 6833 6833 106.77 106.77 22 27 27.12kB

Shabal-256 128387 513548 2006.05 8024.19 31 32 556.66kB

Skein-256-256 (“low-memory” variant) 13222 39666 413.19 1239.56 28 31 54.72kB

see Fig. 4 see Fig. 5

Table 1. Total number of instructions required for one iteration of the compression
function Hi(·, ·), to hash a one-block message (denoted by H) and the register usage
of the implementations.

Hash Function
#load #store #load+store

Hi(·, ·) H Hi(·, ·) H Hi(·, ·) H

BLAKE-32 192 192 26 26 218 218

BLAKE-32v3 256 256 26 26 282 282

BMW256 512 1634 302 757 814 2391

CubeHash160+16/32+160-256 1256 13814 1668 17544 2924 31358

CubeHash16+16/32+32-256 1256 3830 1668 4872 2924 8702

Keccak[1088, 512, 32] 14674 14674 9810 9810 24484 24484

SHA-256 328 328 48 48 376 376

Shabal-256 20268 81072 12111 48444 32379 129516

Skein-256-256 (“low-memory” variant) 544 1632 541 1623 1085 3255

see Fig. 6

Table 2. Total number of load and store instructions required for one iteration of the
compression function Hi(·, ·) and to hash a one-block message (denoted by H).

Another interesting metric are the number of load and store instructions con-
tained within the total number of instructions; these are listed in Table 2. The
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ISEs for BMW256 have, as expected, no influence on the number of memory ac-
cesses. The ranking of algorithms in respect to memory access is not very different
from the ranking in respect to instructions per byte; while Keccak[1088, 512, 32]
ranks better on the number of instructions per byte than Skein-256-256 and
CubeHash16+16/32+32-256, it is behind them in the number of memory access.
The poor ranking of Shabal-256 with respect to any of the instruction counts is
easily explained by the high number of memory access required to implement it;
about 28% of all instructions are memory accesses.

Working in the design phase of a processor architecture, we can only present
operation counts that do not represent the costs of load and store instructions
properly. Therefore we decided not to compare our results with other studies
such as eBASH [32] as they measure their results in processor cycles.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrated the flexibility of the Power-Trust platform wrt.
to provision of generic countermeasures against side-channel attacks at reason-
able costs; these metrics are paramount in the design and deployment of hash
functions on secure embedded and mobile devices. Furthermore, our analysis
contributes to the SHA-3 competition by highlighting, for the first time, the cost
each candidate incurs from hardware protection. We additionally provided the
first example of (non-AES) ISEs for BMW256, and outlined design requirements
for general ISEs in this area. Furthermore, the effort to produce human-optimized
code for these hash functions highlights the need to develop a compiler for this
platform in the future; this work will then provide a good base to measure the
compiler’s efficiency.
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